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Abstract-The ADDIE model of instructional design was used in carrying out research. An Opinion Stage plugin was installed in a WordPress site and an automated online multiple choice test was developed for Lower Six Computer Science students for LearnAdlib College, Zimbabwe. It was based on two introductory lessons which introduced Databases and Database Management. Two PowerPoint presentations were created for two lessons to introduce Databases and Database Management Systems to Lower Six students. The presentations were then converted into video lessons using PPTX to Video converter android application. The two lessons were then uploaded onto the college website via YouTube. Opinion Stage quiz plugin was then installed on the website at the end of the second lesson. After installing the plugin, an account was created and then the online test was designed. Three experienced Computer Science teachers evaluated the test before it was administered to a class of 30 students. They concluded that the test was suitable for the grade level and it covered demands of the Zimbabwe Curriculum Development Unit and it can adequately be used by students for learning and for preparation of examinations. The automated test successfully marked itself, instantly giving students feedback on the scores they got and the actions they need to take depending on the scores they got. Student marks ranged from 1/10 to 10/10 and the average score was 8/10. Thus the performance of the students on the online test was satisfactory, though there were some students who needed to put more effort to follow the online lectures thoroughly and do all the activities instructed in the lessons. Among the 30 students who participated in the online test, seven of them used mobile phones in attempting the test and both the students and the teachers concluded that the test was very responsive to different mobile devices as students on very small screens also managed to answer the questions with as much ease as those that were using desktops and laptops. The teachers recommended that there should be more of such tests and quizzes on the college’s website as they will help students to interact better with the learning materials on the site. That will make learning more entertaining as students will write automated tests and quizzes, obtaining instant feedback any time they attempt the questions, hence ascertaining their level of understanding of concepts they would have learned. They will be guided on whether to proceed or to revisit challenging areas. That was quite motivating to them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online learning is increasingly becoming popular with the widespread of internet and internet related technologies [6] [ 7]. In some situations, online learning can be the only means available for a student to learn while in some situations students can afford what is called blended learning. Blended learning is where the students are afforded both online learning and physical classroom learning [5]. Thus blended learning is some hybrid of both online and traditional classroom learning. This means that the student exposed to blended learning can learn both at school and at home. He or she has the flexibility of initiating and extending learning into the night, the weekends and the holidays [8]. This implies that the student will have greater learning time compared to the student who either relies on pure online learning or pure classroom learning. Although online learning comes in handy in covering learning gaps that are associated with shortage of teaching/learning time, it does not come without challenges. One of the challenges of online learning is its ability to offer real-time in interactivity and discussion [9] [10]. If students become passive recipients of knowledge, they tend to get less from the learning process [9]. For them to understand and master better, they need to be active participants in the learning process. This is where the concept of online quiz, tests and exercises come in.
In this research paper, two video lessons will be developed as WordPress posts and published on the college website. After the end of the second post (video lesson), an automated multiple choice exercise is going to be developed so that students test themselves after listening to the video lesson. They will get instant feedback which shows them their score and then guide them on what to do depending on the core obtained. Since the student will be self-testing his understanding, he or she will be allowed to revisit both the test and the lesson as many times as he or she wants until he or she improves to a point that satisfies him or her.

WordPress is a content management system used by web designers to design websites for various organizations and various functions [11] [14]. For basic website functionality, a web designer can use WordPress to design a website without coding. However, as the website becomes large and more complex, a web designer will need the skills of a developer to develop suitable plugins to use in a WordPress site. In most situations, some free and paid plugins can be found online edify complex functionality of a WordPress site. For this research, Opinion Stage plugin is going to be used to implement the online multiple choice test [12] [15]. Opinion Stage plugin has a free version and a premium version. The plugin implements what is called Trivia Quiz [12] [13]. It creates multiple choice questions that will be marked in real-time as the student will be writing. After marking work for all student, it produces a detailed report on the performance of the students, their challenging areas and their areas of strength. The teacher will simply download the report for decision making [12]. The premium version produces more reports compared to the reports produced from the free version of the plugin [12]. This research is going to use the free version of the plugin as it can produce enough data to suffice the goals of the research at hand.

II. THE ADDIE MODEL OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

ADDIE model is a systematic, dynamic, flexible and generic instructional design process [1]. It stands for Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation [1]. In instructional design analysis is the process of finding the problem or the learning gap. Current knowledge or behavior in the students is ascertained and then expected new behavior is established. Thus learning gaps will be used to establish learning/ lesson objectives [1].

In the design phase of the process, the facilitator or teacher is now laying down teaching methods, choosing suitable media and noting down activities associated with methods chosen [2]. Thus the design process is the blueprint of the lesson to be carried out. Development is the stage where actual materials for the lesson are either gathered or they are created from the available resources. Charts or pictures are drawn and materials from the environment are gathered in preparation for the lesson [2].

Implementation is the actual teaching/learning process taking place. The facilitator and the students meet in the classroom setup and the lesson takes place [1][2].

On evaluation, the facilitator or teacher now gathers data to confirm evidence of learning [3][4]. Teacher can do this in a variety of ways. He or she can analyze performance on exercises written, activities performed or interaction that took place during the lesson. In some situations, he or she may even design questionnaires and interviews to gather views from the learner or other facilitators who would have witnessed the lesson.

III. THE ADDIE MODEL: THE ACTUAL STEPS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM

A. Analysis

The activities carried out in this research can be divided into three (3) main parts which are: The first online Lesson, the second online lesson and the test. After analyzing the national syllabus, the school syllabus and teachers’ plans and schemes, aims and objectives established were as follows:

LESSON ONE

By the end of the lesson, students should be able to:

- define the terms database, database management system, relational database.
- list and explain the advantages of databases over file systems.
- describe common features of relational databases (relations, columns and records)
- give at least three common example of relational databases.

LESSON TWO

By the end of the lesson students should be able to:

- distinguish between databases and database management systems.
- design a simple sample of a database with at least three tables, showing the relationships between or among the tables in the database.
- write an online multiple choice test.
- answer interview questions related to the two lessons and the test.

B. Design

A lesson plan was designed and it had three main resources and activities which are:

1. The first video lesson
2. The second video lesson
3. The test

Installation of the following applications was also done.

1. PPTX to Video converter was installed on a phone.
2. PowerPoint slides for the lessons were developed using material from the textbook by David Watson and Helen Williams.
Opinion Stage plugin was installed LearnAdlib website, https://learnadlib.co.zw.

C. Development
At this stage the two video lessons and test were developed and deployed onto LearnAdlib website as posts. Illustrations of the video lessons and the test as they appear on the website are as follows.

Fig 1. The First Video Lesson on LearnAdlib website

Fig 2. The Second Video Lesson on LearnAdlib website

Fig 3. The online test on the college website

After clicking the start button shown above, the test will present each question at a time. As the student selects the answer, the system will mark the student’s answer as either correct or wrong. After marking, the system will then go to the next question automatically. It will stop after the student answers all questions. This is shown in the diagram below.

Fig 4. Sample question before the student clicks the answer

Fig 5. The student being marked wrong after clicking the wrong answer

Fig 6. The student being marked correct after clicking the correct answer

After completing the test, the student will receive immediate feedback on his or her performance and some advice on what he or she should do, depending on whether he scored well or his mark is bad. Samples of good and bad total scores are shown below.
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**Fig. 7. Sample feedback for a poorly performing student**

**Fig. 8 Sample feedback for high performing student**

### D. Implementation

The researcher managed to instruct all the students to attend to the online video lectures as he supervised. The students went through both the lessons after which they were afforded the chance to ask questions. After discussion of student questions then the students were given time to write the online test. After the test 10 students were selected and interviewed. They orally provided their answers and they were recorded. Three Computer Science teachers were also interviewed and the results of the interview were recorded.

### E. Evaluation

Opinion Stage plugin processes a detailed and downloadable report on student performance and statistics soon after all students have finished their test or quiz. The report is as shown in the picture below. The report contains the following information:

- Summary of activity on the test page.
- The times and dates each student attempted every question.
- The time each student took to complete the whole test.
- The answers each student wrote on each and every question.
- The number of correct and wrong attempts per each question.
- Analysis summarizing how many time each answer was chosen on each and every question.

**Fig. 9. Compact report from opinion stage plugin.**

**E1. Summary of activity on the test page**

Before the main downloadable report, there is a summary of all activities that took place on the test page. Opinion Stage plugin will be recording all visits that occur to the page, including those that did not write the test and those that wrote but did not complete the test. This is shown in the diagram below.

**Fig. 10 Summary of activity on the test page.**

It can be seen from the above summary table that people who visited the test page were 44. These included the teachers who were testing the page. Those who attempted the test were 35 (80% of all visitors to the page). Those who finishes the test were 30 (86% of those who started the test. This means all teachers just started the test in order for them to test it but they did not complete it. For all students and all questions, the average time spent on each question 54 seconds. That means for the 10 questions each student was going to spend less than 10 minutes. Total engagement was 388.

**E2. Student Answers Per each Question**

For all the questions, answers that were supplied by each student were recorded in the system Part of that long record is as shown below.
As shown above, all answers that students chose per each question were recorded in Opinion Stage. The questions are listed horizontally on the top. The 30 answers that students chose per each question are listed vertically. The image above is just a small section of that report.

**E3. Table of student scores**

Opinion Stage produced the scores for all the 30 students as shown in the following image.

![Fig. 12 Scores for all students as in Opinion Stage report](image)

From the table it can be observed that most students scored 9/10, followed by those who scored 10/10 and then 8/10. Very few students scored low marks. A pie chart of student performance is as shown below.

![Mark out of 10](image)

**Fig. 13 Pie Chart showing the percentage of students who scored given scores**

Highest mark, lowest mark and the average mark were calculated in Microsoft Excel and the results were as shown in the table below.

![Fig. 14 Average mark from Opinion Stage](image)

**Fig. 14 Average mark from Opinion Stage**

**Oral responses from the students and the teachers**

Samples of phones with smallest screens that were used in the test by students produced the following views on sample questions.
The question above appeared on the screen of the student before the student started choosing the correct answer. During the time of answering the question, the screen would highlight the answer chosen by the student as shown in the diagram below. From the two sample screens, it can be seen that students who answered the questions using mobile phones were able to do it with as much easy as those who were on desktops. Thus the multiple choice test was quite responsive to different devices that were available to students.

All students who were interviewed were of the feeling that the test quizzes improve their level of interactions with online learning materials and hence they would need to see more of such on the college website. This motivate then to either re-do what they would not have understood as they would have found some kind of test to check their understanding of most preliminary concepts learned.

The three teachers acknowledged the importance of online tests and quizzes. They even advised that if it was possible all online lessons were going to have quizzes or tests at the end so that as soon as students follow an online lesson they will be provided with something that they will then use to test understanding and get such immediate feedback on what they are going to do next.

IV. CONCLUSION

Development of an automated online multiple choice test was done and completed using Opinion Stage plugin. The test was taken by 30 students and they performed generally well except for a few. The test gave a lot of insight on the part of the researcher, the students and then Computer Science teachers who participated in the activity. Recommendations were that more of such tests and quizzes need to be available for most online lessons so that students can improve on the way they interact will online material they will be learning.
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